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About This Content

Victory or Death - what shall it be?

The final chapter of the "krieg" trilogy is here: after four years of campaigning the battle-tested Wehrmacht will have to face its
hardest challenges in Order of Battle: Endsieg.

The Endsieg campaign, the biggest and longest yet, includes 16 unique scenarios. The story begins right after the Battle of
Kursk, where the game provides the option to import a core force from either the Panzerkrieg or Sandstorm campaign.

The first five scenarios are based on the historical 1st Soviet offensive in the Donbass in summer 1943, up to the
Leningrad–Novgorod strategic offensive in early 1944. A decisive defeat of the Red Army will eventually allow total victory

over the Soviet Union, while failure to do so will turn the campaign away from the Eastern Front and into the Battle of Anzio in
Italy.

In the second part of the campaign the player's forces are transferred to the west, where the Allied invasion of Normandy has
opened a new front. Initially you'll be forced on the defensive, and you'll be tasked to extract other German forces from the

Falaise trap, defeat Allied airborne units in Market-Garden, and defend the city of Aachen and the Huertgenwald against heavy
attacks. By reaching a decisive victory in the German Ardennes Offensive in December 1944 the tide of the war can finally be

turned again, leading to a set of ultimate battles to destroy the Allied armies once and for all.

Covering the final years of the war, Endsieg offers powerful weapons such as Tiger II heavy tanks, Jagdpanther tank destroyers
and Me-262 jetfighters as well as several new specializations. But beware, the enemy has brought many deadly new weapons of
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their own!

Are you ready to change history?

Features

• 16 scenarios - one of the biggest DLC campaigns yet - covering the aftermath of the battle of Kursk in 1943 until German
counter-offensive in the Ardennes in 1944, allowing the player to defeat the Western Allies in battles around Antwerp and

Calais.

• Over 60 unit types reinforce the ground and air forces of Germany, Great Britain and the Soviet Union. Players now have
access to late war equipment such as the Tiger II heavy tank, the Sturmtiger with its bunker-busting 380mm rocket launcher, Me

262 jet fighters and the heaviest tank ever built: the PzKw VIII Maus.

• 6 specializations for Germany, including the Panzerlehr - providing an elite Panzer unit, the Entwicklung Series for production
of the E-100 super heavy tank, Vampir Nachtjeager for increased tank combat efficiency and the Uranproject: Germany's

endeavour to create the atomic bomb.
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Publisher:
Slitherine Ltd.
Release Date: 13 Nov, 2018
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super interesting and moderately f***ed up story. loved it.. Even the store page is bugged. Where the heck are trading cards??
:)). It's a unique space game based on social relationships. You can befriend people to get better deals (make sure you befriend
your banker if you take a loan, it's a big difference) and even borrow ships if they like you enough. If you happen to have a rich
family member and you can get on their good side you might be able to borrow a nice ship. You can get jobs, take on missions,
and apparently even run for public office - my current char wants to be president, a big dream for a very modest start.

My current character was the result of an affair between two married people. His dad wants nothing to do with him, his mom is
on the other end of the solar system and also wants nothing to do with him. Both of them are unreliable. The only person who
gives a crap about him at the start is his half sister who lives nearby, but she's a broke factory worker with no ship or influence.
So he had to take a loan to rent a starting clunker ship and another loan to buy some valuable cargo. Flying blindly into space to
find a place to make a profit, he lucked onto a good trade route and soon faced the option to buy his current ship outright, or
rent a bigger ship for an exhorbitant amount per day. I went with purchasing the clunker and went off to explore with my
newfound rent-free freedom.

 A bit rough around the edges, but it certainly has potential to be a lot of fun with post-release polish.

I don't know if I would have released it in its current state, but despite the issues I find myself strangely drawn to its gameplay. I
find myself playing it even with a nasty bug I'm experiencing that makes it difficult to move around in space (due to be fixed
tomorrow, according to the very responsive developer).

In short, it's unique. A rough gem.

-Update- The bug with space flight, among many others, was fixed as promised.. In Vanila mode game is meh, eh, em,... it's
okey i guess, little bit boring, but ok.

Defenitly advice you play in LongWar mod. On easy difficult.. The Enchanted Cave 2 is a light, fun dungeon crawler. Your
quest covers 100 levels, and you can only save certain gear as you progress. You make multiple runs of the cave, and you get
different loot as you go. The loot can be nicely customised by other items that you find as you travel. Those items can either
enhance gear, or be turned into potions. That's an excellent feature, and it means you're rewarded by using different
combinations of ingredients. If you're on level 80 and you have a ton of starting ingredients, you can just turn them into potions
and get some good effects.

If you're careful, you won't die in the game and your character just keeps getting better and better. It took me 25 hours to play
through the game and I haven't had a character die. Since then, I have started the new game + mode, but the gear all seems really
basic so I'm not sure if there's much point continuing.

I certainly enjoyed the game. It's a simple game at its core, but it has enough customisation of gear, and enough skills, that the
game has a surprising amount of depth.. Full disclosure: I know the dev and played this game several times during development.

This is a great local co-op take on asteroids. I've played this with friends and it's a blast! Get it!. I know, it sounds pricy and in
all reality, the 2016 Season Pass is pricy.

Luckily, you save a lot on time, effort and in game money. You don't have to pay fight money to get your characters, but instead
you get to save it up for costumes and characters later in 2017.

Though, the pass should only be priced around 15.99. 30 bucks just for a Seasons Pass that's six characters and an extra
costume.

Overall pricy. But it's good for casual players like me who don't feel like playing the game all day and neither is amazingly good
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at it. But if you play hardcore, just skip this seasons pass and whip some butt in the game and online.. honestly its a nice skin
whilst it doesnt come with any Scenario its a great piece for the BR Blue Collection. This game is terrible in every right.
Graphics look terrible and it isn't even that playable and I met the requirements. Only good thing to offer was to check in
passengers and using controls on the dashboard 1.5\/10 - Endy
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\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game of all time -_- not even worth playing if all your doing is playing agenst NPCs.
Pretty good for an indie game.. strange game... not a fan!. It's a fun take on jigsaw games. The jigsaws usually have a couple of
peices which are animated which adds an interesting twist to the formula. The graphics are nice and the sound track is quite
pleasant. Worth the money.. Good game, fun with friends. :)

Edit: (31/05/2019)

The rework has now come out and the game is MUCH better. I'd really recommend it.. The game has obiously some issues as it
is at a very early stage. But I love the concept and I would love to see more from these developers!
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